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Abstract Witnessing in merging biological, social and
algorithmic realities is crucial to trust, as modelled in the
YUTPA framework. Being witness and bearing witness is
fundamental to human interaction. System participation in
human communities of practice challenges the notion of
witnessing and therefore the ability to build trust. Never-
theless, through trial and error, people in a variety of
practices have found ways to establish the presence and
develop trust in merging realities. This paper presents the
results of 20 in-depth interviews with professionals from a
variety of disciplines and nations. The conclusion of
cumulative analysis is that systems do not witness them-
selves, but their output deeply affects the mental maps that
human beings make of each other, the world around them
and their own self. Essential qualities human beings seek
when being involved with other beings are defined by
granularity and reciprocity in the design of time (duration
of engagement, synchronizing performance, integrating
rhythms and moments to signify), place (body sense,
material interaction, emotional space and situated agency),
relation (shared meaning, engagement, reputation and use)
and action (tuning, reciprocity, negotiation and quality of
deeds). By designing granular interaction in 4 dimensions,
reciprocity in witnessing obtains significance and the basis
for establishing trust in a variety of presences emerges
while human agency acquires potential.
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1 Introduction
The emerging network society is challenging existing
social structures. These socials structures have developed
over time, over centuries, across the world. Both in per-
sonal and professional contexts, day-to-day practices are
changing to incorporate the speed and scale of communi-
cation that networks facilitate (Castells 1996). Individuals
are discovering beneficial ways to use technology, incor-
porating technology into their lives in many different ways.
People are continually shaping their presence in merging
realities and finding new ways to establish trust between
each other. New social structures are emerging, and per-
sonal lives, organizations and business are adapting.
Accepting the hypothesis that human beings are
increasing their participation in ‘communities of systems
and people’, the question that guides ongoing research is
‘How should systems be designed for human beings to be
willing to accept them?’ (Brazier and van der Veer 2009).
This paper, based on the open exploratory study ‘Wit-
nessed Presence and Systems Engineering’, focuses on how
people integrate technology in their day-to-day lives.
Twenty interviews with professionals in different domains
shed light on the process of adaptation to technology-
mediated network environments from the perspective of
the individual human being who performs his/her presence
and establishes trust or not.
First focus in the interviews was Witnessed Presence, a
phenomenon that is fundamental to social structures. It
functions as a catalyst for presence and for trust (Nevejan
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2009). Secondly, the focus was YUTPA framework and
its 4 dimensions of Time, Place, Action and Relation
through which presence and trust configurations emerge,
and this inspired the interviews (Nevejan 2007). As a
result, new light is shed on the design of presence and on
the design of trust in the current emerging network
society.
Section 2 addresses methodology. Section 3 presents
theoretical concepts that guide the research: the YUTPA
framework and Witnessed Presence. Section 4 focuses on
witnessing. Section 5 identifies factors related to the four
Yutpa dimensions. Section 6 discusses results and sug-
gestions for future research.
2 Exploring Witnessed Presence
The qualitative exploratory study ‘Witnessed Presence and
Systems Engineering’ presented in this paper approaches
networked reality from a ‘design as research’ perspective
(Lunenfeld 2003), to understand how people integrate
information and communication technologies in their day-
to-day practices and the implications of the use of these
technologies in their personal lives.
In the context of ‘Witnessed Presence and Systems
Engineering’, 20 in-depth interviews explore how pro-
fessionals from business, art, design, engineering, jour-
nalism, theatre, social science analyse changes in their
practice and in everyday life around them. The interviews
were held between November 2008 and April 2010. Eleven
interviews were conducted with experts in India (8 in
Bangalore and 3 in New Delhi), and ten interviews were
conducted with experts in Europe (3 in London, 5 in
Amsterdam and 1 interview was conducted with an expert
from Barcelona). All of the experts have professional
careers that are affected by the introduction of technology;
their age is in the range of 35–75. The choice of experts is
based on diversity of profession, field of expertise, cultural
background and their conceptual eloquence.
In the in-depth interviews, the concept of witnessing and
presence is explored. Each of the 4 dimensions of the
YUTPA framework, Time, Place Action and Relation, is
addressed in relation to trust in today’s global networked
society. The interviews focus on how communication and
practice differ ‘with the use of technology’ and ‘without
the use of technology’. All interviews are filmed, to trace
the lines of reasoning and emergence of new concepts. In
the ‘thinking interviews’, the notions of Witnessed Pres-
ence and Trust are the main focus. Principal investigator
(Caroline Nevejan) and experts engage in a shared
endeavour to question perceptions, to better understand and
articulate the phenomena inherent to technology enriched
personal communication.
Taking full responsibility for the developing conversa-
tion, these interviews can be read as testimonies in which
experts bear witness to current ICT’s impact on their lives
and practices. Experiences, understanding and imagination
are explored. As the principal investigator is ‘host’ to
experts’ testimonies, the influence of the principal inves-
tigator is significant. The constructive process of ‘thinking
interviews’ is the basis for the formulation of a new body
of knowledge. In this paper, the experts’ contributions
are presented in one narrative. No literal citations are
provided, but instead, references are made to specific
interviews. Transcriptions of all of the interviews, includ-
ing film fragments, can be accessed at http://www.tmb.
systemsdesign.tudelft.nl/witness.
3 YUTPA framework and Witnessed Presence
The transcendence of time and place has been a human
drive for centuries. Inventions of script, printing, film,
radio, television and now the Internet all facilitate the
mediation of human presence to other places and other
times. These media offer limited perception of the medi-
ated thinking, sounds or visuals. However, when limited
sensorial perception is understood in the context of previ-
ous experience, human beings have the capacity to con-
struct a sense of presence of the mediated objects and
subjects (Tokoro and Steels 2003). While accepting med-
iated presence as real, human beings learn to assess the
variety of mediated presences in their own right. Mediated
presence is a trade-off between perception and under-
standing of the perceived (IJsselsteijn 2004). Human
audiences, for example, have learnt that in a theatre, the
train on a screen will not hit the first row, even though it
seems to come right at them. During a telephone call,
people know that the person at the other end of the line is
real even though they only perceive sound without addi-
tional visual proof. Since the 1990s, the Internet has
expanded exponentially and currently social networks
facilitate 24/7 connections with family, friends, colleagues
and with new contacts. Through steep collaborative
learning curves, groups of people assess new possibilities
and make trade-off as to how to accept these new contacts/
presences in their communication patterns. Making trade-
offs is not only an individual process, it is also a communal
process (IJsselsteijn ibid). Once new technologies are
accepted in their own right, they become part of human
organizational and business practices. Online transactions
have become a multibillion-dollar business within a dec-
ade. The speed and scale of the Internet not only changes
time and place configurations when mediating presence,
but it also offers new possibilities to relate to others and
new possibilities to act.
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Natural presence and mediated presence are the result of
trade-offs that individual human beings make. Making
trade-offs is a collaborative learning process defined by an
interaction between cultures and technologies available
(IJsselsteijn 2004). From a neurobiological and evolution-
ary perspective, presence is essentially the strive for well-
being and survival (Riva et al. 2004). To have presence
means to have the ability to steer towards one’s own well-
being and survival. Human beings steer away from pain,
from hostility or from danger. Sensations, emotions and
feelings are distinct in the performance of presence, and
they indicate directions for well-being and survival.
Steering towards one’s own well-being and survival is the
ultimate basis of ethics (Damasio 2004). High trust is much
more beneficial for personal lives and organizations than
low trust (Fukuyama 1995; Kleiner 2002). Specific con-
figurations of presence design support the strive for well-
being and survival, while others do not.
In this paper, social structures are described as specific
configurations of presence design through which potential
trust emerges. Traditionally social structures are based on
sharing a unity of time, place and action with others. Today
new configurations of this unity are accepted as real com-
munication by millions of people around the globe. The
YUTPA framework depicts these new configurations. The
YUTPA framework takes 4 dimensions into account, not
only time and place but also the possibility to act and the
way human beings relate to each other. These 4 dimensions
define how people make trade-offs and perform presence
themselves to establish trust in the current network society.
YUTPA is the acronym for ‘being with You in Unity of
Time, Place and Action’. When any one of the 4 dimensions
decreases through the use of technology, human beings
adapt by filling the gap by processes of attribution and by
focusing on intensity in other dimensions. In the trade-off
between the 4 dimensions, not only presence is shaped, but
also the conditions for potential trust are created. Different
presence configurations offer different possibilities for trust
to emerge (Nevejan 2009) (Fig. 1).
Seeking well-being and survival, human beings in
technological environments are ‘thinking actors’: they
adapt to their changing environment. Through processes of
trial and error in a continuous confrontation between
intention and realization, people integrate technology in
day-to-day practices, implicitly or explicitly determining
trust trade-offs. As ‘thinking actors’, human beings may
not be aware of the configurations in which they partake;
yet, by participating, human beings help to produce and
support values systems embody (Nevejan 2007). From a
design perspective, it is possible to analyse and design
specific values in specific contexts (Lunenfeld 2003). From
the perspective of value-sensitive design, any system
communicates specific values anyway (van der Hoven
2005). Networking, network, networked and network-
making power affect social structures because thousands or
millions of people participate; yet, few people realize the
power structures they are part of (Castells 2009). The
YUTPA framework sheds light on how human agency in
the new space and time configurations of the network
society is constructed (Giddens 1984).
Recognizing each other’s spatiotemporal trajectories
seems to be a requirement for the emergence of shared
concepts and language (Kuhn 2000). In the enactment of
being, in the performance of presence, other beings and
social structures are essential. Both in natural presence and
in mediated presence, Witnessed Presence is a catalyst. An
action that is witnessed becomes a deed. A witness has the
potential to interfere with a situation to which she is a
witness by acting upon this situation and/or by giving
testimony about what happened in the situation. Both being
witness and bearing witness include the possibility to
influence what happens next. A witness accepts responsi-
bility for what she witnesses. Witnessing is key in the
design of presence and is key to the design of trust
(Nevejan 2009). The capacity to be a witness and bear
witness to other beings is the essence of humanness (Oliver
2001). Technology challenges the way people are witness
to each other; it challenges both presence and trust designs
to the core because scale and speed of communication and
transactions is beyond what was ever possible before.
Ongoing research into ‘communities of systems and peo-
ple’ shows that witnessing is a fundamental dynamic in
communities of practice (Nevejan and Brazier 2010).
This paper explores how people are witness to each
other when using technology and make trade-offs in the
Fig. 1 The YUTPA-sphere depicts the communication spaces of the
four dimensions of time, place, action and relation through which
specific presence and trust configurations are constructed. The dark
and light side of the sphere refer to the possibility to act (graph: Max
Bruinsma)
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presences they perform (and accept presences of others) to
decide the trust they engage with. Results show that
granularity of reciprocity in specific configurations of the
dimensions benefits potential trust to build.
4 Witnessed Presence in communities of systems
and people: trade-offs are changing
This section addresses the phenomena that affect witness-
ing in on- and offline realities. At the risk of making
sweeping generalizations or stating the obvious, the current
state of affairs is sketched. Section 4.1 addresses the par-
ticipation of systems in communities of people. It explores
how this participation is blurred, while creating new sen-
sitivities at the same time. It also raises the issue of systems
legal position as witness in communities of practice. Sec-
tion 4.2 sheds light on how people witness, judge and adapt
to the global communication arena. Section 4.3 concludes
that merging realities challenge embodied knowledge and
authenticity, as they were part of human communities until
only recent times.
4.1 Witnessing of systems: systems do not witness
people, people witness systems
For most people, there is a great discrepancy between per-
ceiving and understanding computers. Many people look at
a computer, but do not really see nor understand what they
are dealing with. When people tune their presence to sys-
tems, they train themselves to communicate in the way
systems require. Often people will blindly do what the
computer tells them to do and suspend their own judgment.
A classic example is people who blindly follow their GPS
units to narrow footpaths because the GPS unit said to go
there. In crisis situations, trust in systems only ameliorates
and chances for proper judgment diminish as is shown by
research into crisis management (interview Quillinan 2009).
When designing systems, the mapping between human
values (what behaviour would they like) and technical
values (what are the technical constraints) is very complex.
Dynamics of self-organization and adaptation deeply
influence how technology is used. However, systems
remain dependent on hardware infrastructure, which is
located in specific places that are subjected to specific
systems of law. In the global network environment, sur-
passing national boundaries, clashes happen on issues of
privacy, data retention, control and monitoring. Values like
autonomy, transparency, traceability, security and privacy
define the design and social impact of distributed systems.
Values of systems are understood locally and are defined
by the political and economical cultures within which they
function (interview van Splunter 2009).
In European Systems of Law, technological systems are
not accepted as witnesses in their own right. In systems of
law, the trade-off between presence and trust and between
witness and truth has taken several centuries to develop. A
witness is a formal position in the process of law for which
one has to accept responsibility. Accepting to be a witness
is a conscious choice to want to be present and testify. In
Court, a witness has to be sworn in by taking an oath.
Physical presence is required to be able to judge the wit-
ness contribution to the search of the truth. If a witness is
elsewhere, the witness has to go to a Court, where he/she is
located, to be sworn in by a local judge. Only then can he/
she testify by the way of video or phone connection to a
Dutch Court. In this sense, trust is a transferable property
between trusted places. Technological obtained proof (like
footage of surveillance camera’s or DNA reports or twitter
logs) is only accepted when experts, who are physically
present, testify about their understanding this proof
(interview van der Vlies 2008).
From a Computer Science perspective, systems are not
participants, nor actors in communities of people (inter-
view Warnier 2009). Systems observe, they monitor, but
they do not witness. Systems cannot witness anything on
their own because witnessing implies a form of con-
sciousness that systems do not have. However, systems
give people context and structure and therefore influence
the way people perceive and understand their environment.
Here, systems are becoming more powerful over time. Data
become more accurate and more interconnected and gen-
erate perspectives and representations as never before
(interviews Warnier 2009, Quilinan 2009, van Splunter
2009).
When looking at systems, engagement brings the act of
witnessing to another level in which larger structure of data
and patterns emerge. In most situations, participants wit-
ness each other. Algorithmic reality provides the ability to
take a new witness position, a ‘third point’: to construct a
global view of a system, its participants and oneself. One
can watch the system and the participants in the system
witnessing each other, introducing a new kind of reflexivity
in which participants witness their own witnessing (inter-
view Hazra 2008).
It is a survival tactic of humans to try to humanize the
system and to try to give it more human qualifications.
Designers try to make systems more human-like because it
makes it easier for humans to interact with systems
(interview Warnier 2009). Mathematics has a high aes-
thetic of its own and because this is translated into rhythms
in shape and form, this aesthetic becomes available for
people who do not understand the original mathematics at
all. Architects are deploying algorithms to create shapes
and structures to which people react, sensitive to the aes-
thetics of this visual logic (interview Jansma 2010).
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Surveillance and identification technologies deeply
influence today’s society. Large quantities of data are
gathered and stored for many different purposes varying
from marketing studies to detection of possible criminal
behaviour. The nation states now control much more than
they did before. In the last century, the state could not
control the ability of a citizen to go places to the degree to
which they can now (interview MacFaydyen 2009). There
are European laws, like the European Data Directive, that
define what companies and governments are allowed to
store, which kind of information, for how long, and at
which point citizens have to be informed. However, these
regulations are not very effective (interview Warnier 2009,
Quilinan 2009, van Splunter 2009). Interesting in the
structure of the witness in judicial European courts is that a
witness does not have to incriminate herself, by, for
example, remaining silent. In law, presence of a human
being (in essence the strive for well-being and survival) is
given more agency than the judicial system itself. Conse-
quently, when transposing this concept to systems partici-
pation, systems need to be designed to provide human
beings the ability to steer towards their own well-being and
survival: they do not have to cooperate with processes that
may incriminate them. From this perspective, unknown
surveillance and monitoring, which may lead to incrimi-
nation, is contra-productive and detrimental for human
beings. One has to realize that the law took several cen-
turies of evolution and systems participation in human
societies is very young and needs to evolve (interview van
der Vies 2008).
In conclusion, systems are designed to function in spe-
cific ways. Their behaviour is witnessed by human beings
who may, or may not, understand what is happening.
Systems’ capacity to offer larger structures and patterns of
data offers new dynamics of reflexivity, which affect
human minds and behaviour in new ways that have yet to
be explored. Systems participation in human society is very
young, and unlike the systems of law for example, funda-
mental human rights (like the right to not have to incrim-
inate yourself) are not incorporated in the design and
organization of systems.
4.2 Witnessing through systems: transaction, judgment
and global adaptation
When transposing a concept like Witnessed Presence from
one culture to another tuning is required. Presence is uni-
versal, but the concepts of witness and Witnessed Presence
are specific and therefore non-universal. What is consid-
ered to be evidence, being witness and bearing witness
differ across cultures. An early technology like the fin-
gerprint does not distinguish between cultural identities of
people. But when two people meet, the context of the
occasion, be it formal or ritual or just in the street, will
deeply influence how one person witnesses another. People
read the cues in each others’ appearances—styles, heritage,
cues of community traditions, professional attributes—and
this results in a judgment on the other person’s identity, be
it falsely informed and/or based on prejudice or not. Wit-
nessing is specific to the witness (interview Parthasarathi
2008).
Cultural and political structures of governance define
perception and therefore deeply influence testimonies
people give. For example, the journalists who covered the
Mumbai attacks in 2008 mostly came from well-to-do
families who frequented the hotels that were bombed and
hardly ever entered the train station that was bombed as
well. Even though many more people died in the train
station, far more reports on television were about the
hotels. Only when cues are equally and fully understood
can there be a space for dialogue and transaction. This
raises the question whether one can be a witness without
dialogue and transaction. Dialogue and transaction is fun-
damental to Witnessed Presence (interview Parthasarathi
2008).1
Processes of judging and witnessing are often inter-
twined. As one human being witnesses another human
being, she also judges the other human being. This is even
more so when religion has a strong impact on social and
public life. Being an independent woman in Kashmir,
Bawa found that judging and witnessing seem to be parallel
processes. Only through conversations in which trust grows
between human beings, judging may turn into under-
standing (interview Bawa 2008).
In the global atmosphere, upon which many people are
dependent now, this process of judging happens all the time
because people are thrown into cultures they do not know.
Part of cross-cultural communication is perception of how
one person perceives another person, and part of cross-
cultural communication is being able to reflect on one’s
own culture. Easily bias comes into play, and one has to
balance personal cultural needs, social demands and what
is globally required in a professional atmosphere. Also,
most international collaborations are dependent on tech-
nology and people have to work twice as hard to keep
establishing the connection and ‘rapport’ and develop trust
between each other (interview Kaul 2008).
To establish trust in a technology environment is com-
plex. Integrity, sharing information in an honest fashion is
a first requirement. Sometimes, there is confidential infor-
mation that cannot be shared, but at least, it has to be
acknowledged. Secondly it is important to show capability
1 Vice versa it can be argued that when transaction is taking place,
this can easily be taken for an act of witnessing, fuelling the
perception of systems as participants in human ways.
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to deliver on time so others see the work has been done
consistently and will end up trusting the team. Thirdly, it is
important to be clear about intentions and to realize, for
example, the purpose of an email and to show that
expectation up front. Building reputation is a fourth
requirement; one has to realize that trust travels between
people (interview Kaul 2008).
Many organizations and business train their employees
in global communications skills in which the personal
approach is leading to show understanding (instead of just
understanding it in your head), to show confidence, to learn
to present professionally, to be aware of body language, to
develop verbal skills, to manage expectations and to make
clear what you need, what you expect, what you want, what
you want to do with your team and what you want to do
across with the global teams. In the professional global
business environment, you cannot be laid back like you are
at home; you cannot expect things to happen because the
people around you don’t know you for 20 years, like your
family would (interview Kaul 2008). However, even
though people learn to maintain themselves in this highly
competitive global business environment, the adaptation to
global communication skills has a price.
Adapting to the global communications environment is
adapting to a collective imaginary model, which is mostly
defined by American industry. It is as if most people are
playing a character in a theatre play and dress and eat and
relate to others accordingly (interview Upadhya 2008).
Drivers of this adaptation processes are higher salaries and
potential profit. Working in this global business environ-
ment, while at the same time maintaining a local identity in
personal lives, people are psychologically torn apart. In the
IT industry in India, the effect of this discrepancy between
professional and personal identity has led to new stress-
related diseases, which India has not known before (inter-
view Ilavarasan 2008). The question that poses itself is
whether and how through global systems technology
facilitated communication witnessing emerges. Interna-
tional business experience shows that, next to global
communication skills, patterns of presence and absence in
physical presence are crucial for success. Collaborators
tend to meet at the start of projects and when evaluating the
project. In both moments, ethical issues (about what is
good to do or was done) are at stake. In between, hierarchy
and shared production values create smooth collaboration
(interviews Upadhya 2008, Wilson 2008).
Human beings adapt to new power and presence con-
figurations, but also in these new configurations ‘facts’
matter. People need truth to be able to take responsibility
for their own choices and behaviour. There is an indis-
criminate recall of vast amounts of data. It is nearly
impossible to sift through all information. Complex webs
of lies grow and are sustained. Personal experience,
including all one has read or seen, becomes the vehicle
with which people judge the value of information. Jour-
nalists finding and analysing facts are fundamental for
democracies to function; yet, the task at hand is more and
more complex. Nevertheless, people have to develop
strategies to deal with the overload of information because
truth is the best agency of consciousness, giving people the
power to participate in processes of change (interview
MacFaydyen 2009).
Ultimately, online witnessing works only if it supports
offline-established cultures, loyalties and relationships.
This insight contributes to understanding why social net-
works, which develop through networks of friends and
friends of friends, have such an unanticipated success. Both
in on- and offline contexts and in the merging of the two,
truth finding by establishing facts and analysing these in
connection to each other is more and more complicated but
remains to be distinct. For individuals, deciding what to
accept or not, personal experience is key in these processes.
4.3 Witnessing in situations: merging realities
challenge embodied knowledge and authenticity
Today human being’s experience evolves in a complex
combination of biological and social systems, in which
algorithmic systems play an important role. Data images of
one’s body now influence how the body feels and are the
result of a multidimensional reality in which social, bio-
logical and algorithmic reality all partake. The sense of
sleeping, medical data of sleep patterns, and the sense of
awakening in a specific social environment all merge.
Witnessing raises questions of truth and trust. ‘I witnessed
it’ is a statement that inscribes the body in the process. That
is why, a few decades ago, the camera image was seen as
having a certain truth, because a person would have had to
be physically present—to be a witness—to have been able
to film it. This brings up questions around knowledge and
the body and how to approach what is understood to be
knowledge. The classical hard empirical approach is that
knowledge is only true knowledge when it is experienced
through sense organs, but in the present context, the rela-
tionship with knowledge formations is immensely medi-
ated through multiple layers of intervention in merging
realities (interview Hazra 2008).
The technological systems that humans have developed
in the last 80,000 years have been made possible by space–
time and the material properties of the chemicals com-
pounds on planet earth. People have interacted with the
natural world in various ways. Their bodies have evolved
and interacted over time. Designers and engineers deal with
systems that exist in space and time, in which their own
body also exists. They have intuitions, and there is that
kind of inter-subjective empathy that guides their work.
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Unlike in art, where there is a uniqueness to signature and
life experience that can be read and understood, socio-
technical system designs are never unique designs. They
evolve, slowly or rapidly; infrastructures as well as human
beings change and adapt (interview Sood 2008).
Systems consolidate human behaviour and change
human behaviour at the same time (interview Abraham
2008). Good systems only emerge from a practice of
human reflexivity. For example, Google gives credibility to
a page because real people give value to the page. The
more links to a page, the more credible its rating. And
people can debunk it. A good system mediates human
behaviour with its algorithms. Because the machine
mediates human behaviour, this affects ‘presence’ and
‘trust’ and therefore raises the issue of identity and of
authenticity. As a result, in the merging realities, human
knowledge systems change (interviews Hazra 2008,
Abraham 2008).
Online, there is hegemony of text. Existence on the
Internet only occurs in the infrastructure of knowledge.
This subverts existing authenticity in society. There are
over a hundred versions of the story of Rama as they have
been told over the centuries, but today on the Internet, there
are only two or three. Also, young people experience
‘giving data away’ as establishing authenticity online. That
is how one exists online, by opening one self up. Older
generations do not experience this as such; yet, younger
generations do. In the offline world, one can live with
different identities in different worlds. In the online world,
one has to find one’s own lowest common denominator
between the varieties in identities one has, to be able to
keep as many people happy. Not only cultures, also people
loose multiple nuances of their identity online (interview
Abraham 2008).
People’s perception of themselves is a complex con-
structed entity. The notion of signature is the true and most
effective manifestation of their inner presence. This in
itself is problematic and possibly a ‘mirage’. The threshold
at which a certain entity ceases to be itself is not clearly
defined. Hazra emphasizes that a person can have 500
different ways of signing. The notion of the most original
authentic signature or presence of a particular person is of
little value in current merging realities. The notion of
authenticity is changing. Traditionally, an unexplainable tie
to the soil of the land was needed to be authentic, giving a
true representation of a specific culture. These are the
politics of representation. Today, authenticity has to do
more with the degree and intensity of engagement than
with supposed organic ties and binds. One can be as
authentic in Facebook as on a piece of land for 80 years
(interview Hazra 2008).
Having witnessed the IT development in Bangalore
since the 1950s, Geetha Narayanan argues that it is time to
ask how lived practice generates knowledge. This includes
determining the role technology can play in evolving
knowledge other than by mechanisms created by a per-
petuating thing of hits, tags, social media etc. Self-orga-
nization, complexity, co-evolution and adaptation have
been the dominant paradigm for the last decades The
complexity of current networks is unviable providing the
ground for mass hysteria. Narayanan juxtaposes this para-
digm by proposing to create a better understanding of
knowledge systems of lived practice, to focus on simpler
networks and more meaningful networks, in smaller area’s
and at smaller scale (interview Narayanan 2008).
Qualities in online environments are different from the
qualities in face-to-face environments. For example, in
face-to-face communication, human beings experience
spatial dimension from the perspective of physical
embodiment. This does not hold in online communication.
Witnessed Presence adds to the notion of presence a
dimension of interaction between two beings. Interaction is
both being perceived, whilst the other perceives. It is
reciprocal, witnessing and being witnessed happen at the
same time. In the act of witnessing and being witnessed,
necessarily a connection is being established that involves
the potential and possibility of some kind of synchrony and
rhythm. When meeting face-to-face, human beings ‘tune’
their bodies to each other in a process of entrainment,
synchronizing breath, body movements and more. Trans-
actions emerge from rhythm and coordination. Being in
flow with others makes, it possible to communicate in face-
to-face contexts and it is necessary for tacit knowledge to
be shared as well. In online environments, this is not
possible because communication is mostly disembodied,
and only series of transactions establish connection. Online
communication facilitates a lot of information sharing and
a lot of communication, and it may trigger feelings and also
rhythms emerge. Both in offline and online environments,
synchronization of rhythm is essential and a requirement
for witnessing to take place. However, the reciprocity of
Witnessed Presence in a face-to-face context is from a
totally different quality than the reciprocity in online
contexts. (interview Gill 2010).
In the experience of people, different realities merge
biological, social and technological. The notion of
authenticity is acquiring new meaning referring to
engagement in the first place. In the new configurations of
reality, existing systems of knowledge, including the tacit,
are challenged. Diversity of cultural phenomena and
diversity of identity are confined by lower bandwidth in the
ever-spreading networks and so it seems. Witnessing in
online contexts is reduced to a series of transactions, where
in natural presence, a careful tuning of bodies in rhythm
and synchronization grants a sense of flow that is benefi-
cial to communication. Both in offline and online
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environments, synchronization of rhythm is essential and a
requirement for witnessing to take place. However, the
reciprocity of Witnessed Presence in a face-to-face context
is from a totally different quality than the reciprocity in
online contexts. Granularity of reciprocity affects com-
munication and knowledge construction deeply.
5 Configuring trust through reciprocity
and granularity in Witnessed Presence
In the construction of witnessing as a process of interac-
tion, with or without the use of technology, each of the four
dimensions of the YUTPA framework is defined by values
of specific factors, which influence the making trade-offs
significantly out of which presence and trust emerge. In the
interviews with the experts, each of the four dimensions—
time, place, action, relation—is addressed specifically in
relation to presence and trust. The challenge is to formulate
perceptions and understandings that seem to be mundane
because technology deeply invades personal lives. As
result, in the analysis, in each dimension, factors that affect
the trade-off for presence and trust are identified (Fig. 2).
5.1 Time is beholder of trust
Where before place was often the beholder of trust, in
online communication, time has become the first beholder
of trust (interview Hazra 2008). Trust evolves from timing
transactions online, whether one is downloading a patch of
software, posting on a mailing list or commenting on
Facebook (interview Abraham 2008). Online- and systems
reality challenges human experience of time. Communi-
cating and collaborating in merging realities needs specific
time designs to be satisfactory.
In the establishment of facts and the construction of fac-
tual truth, date and time are crucial indicators for connecting
evidence with witness reports (interview MacFaydyen
2009). Current concepts of date and time are dependent and
tied to place. In this sense, facts are time and place dependent
Fig. 2 YUTPA-trade-offs are
defined by different factors in
each dimension. These factors
can have higher intensity or
lower intensity and function in
relation with the other
dimensions. Specific
configurations determine trade-
offs for presence and trust
(Graph: Chris Vermaas and
Chin-Lien Chen)
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while the experience of the 24/7 information economy seems
to offer ‘no place and no time’ as virtue.
When people do not share place and the specific nature-
and clock time in that place, a deliberate time design is
necessary. In international business, for example, sustain-
able social online interaction depends upon such time
design. When communicating online, people have to inte-
grate their rhythms to each other within the larger organi-
zation in which they participate. Work processes are
orchestrated in rhythms, and shared rhythm is vital for
success. Creation of shared rhythm in online collaboration
requires knowing when to meet between time zones, with
which medium, for which purpose and for which task.
There is no coffee machine where synchronization can take
place. The experts interviewed in this study agree that there
are specific moments when people need to meet in person
to establish trust and truth. Expectation and anticipation are
both in on- and offline communications defined by the kind
of relationship involved (interview Wilson 2008).
It is crucial to adapt local sense of time to a shared sense
of time with clients and collaborators abroad. Regularly,
one person is about to go to bed while the other person just
woke up; yet, one has to synchronize performance. In the
outsourcing industry in India, this has led to completely
new social infrastructures where, for example, young
women travel by night, restaurants stay open, and family
structures adapt (interview Ilavarasan 2008).
When working in the IT industry, unlike many other
industries, performance and quality of work can be assessed
online. As a side effect, especially in the Global Service
Delivery model in India’s outsourcing industry (where due to
lack of trust between business partners employee’s work is
logged and monitored 24 h a day), duration of engagement
has become a design issue in itself. Human beings do not
appreciate being monitored 24 h a day; it causes stress and
ruptures in identity formation (interview Ilavarasan 2008).
People need time off; engagement needs a start and an end for
it to be beneficial. The 24/7 economy is detrimental for
Fig. 3 YUTPA factors for time
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human beings. Systems can be active 24/7; they do not get
tired nor get bored as do human beings. Human beings need
moments to celebrate, moments of catharsis, moments in
which failure or success is shared (interview Narayanan
2008). Failure is fundamental to human growth and takes
time to be integrated in a human life, while technology will
just treat failure as malfunctioning (interview Narayanan
2008). Human beings need to construct meaning and share
this process at distinct moments in time. Systems do not need
such moments of catharsis.
When designing time in processes in which systems and
people collaborate, differences in scale, organization and
experience of time between systems and people have to be
taken into account. Duration of engagement, integrating
rhythm, synchronizing performance and making moments
to signify, are fundamental dynamics from which reci-
procity emerges (Fig. 3).
5.2 Place is defined by engagement
One of the most remarkable phenomena that emerged from
the large-scale use of the Internet is the fact that millions of
people are capable of communicating and interacting in
vital processes without sharing the place where their bodies
reside. The body is present in a place, needs food and sleep,
yet people can sense their own and others presence to be
elsewhere and communicate anyway. Nevertheless, after a
few decades of widespread global communication, it has
become clear that locality is of great importance to human
beings (interview Upadhya 2008). The same argument is
valid for technical infrastructures and the data they trans-
port. Location of infrastructure and location of data define
access and flows fundamentally (interview van Splunter
2008). Locality defines situated agency. Situated agency is
characterized by cultural and political realities defining
both body and data movements around the globe. Politics
of presence, including politics of privacy and authorship,
are subjected to global business dynamics (interviews
Parthasartahi 2008, Dinesh 2008, Warnier 2008).
Place includes social, economical, ecological, social,
cultural and historical realities: they are not only material.
Sensual perception, but also more complex emotions and
feelings, influences the sense of place people have. Emo-
tional space defines the experience of place. The sense of
Fig. 4 YUTPA factors for
Place
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place in any environment is strongly influenced by feelings
and emotions. When involved in deep conflict, the sense of
space disappears (interview Bawa 2008).
Light is crucial in the experience of place. In theatre and
poetry, this is dramatically used. A tragedy starts in a blaze
of apparently good light, and then, it goes darker and
actually light goes darker. Very often poets, novelists or
filmmakers set certain scenes in the rain or in sunlight,
because the space one is in replicates what is in the heart
(interview Lavery 2010).
The fundamental experience of place is defined by
engagement (interview Jansma 2010). Breaking a wall,
touching the grass or smelling flowers give physical sensa-
tions that create the sense of place. Body and breathing are
keys in the experience of real places (interview Jansma 2010).
In online communication, the body is also the instrument that
records experience (interview Lavery 2010). The sense of
place emerges from fundamental reciprocity between body,
light, material environment and social feelings. The sharing of
sensual reality is for human beings fundamental in connecting
to other human beings (interview Gill 2010).
In extreme situations, when being witness in a real place
where atrocities occur, the body physically responds
beyond a person’s own control. Emotions indicate the
impact of an event, but they hinder the establishment of
facts that are needed to be able to explain what happened,
by whom and why. To establish the facts as accurately as
possible, in such a situation, a person needs to block
emotions if at all possible. An investigative journalist needs
to offer facts; other emotional witnesses convey the impact
of the event (interview MacFaydyen 2009).
Mediated communication is very effective because
representations and shared references do help people to
understand what someone else tries to communicate. In the
online world, people are mostly dependent on shared ref-
erences to communicate qualities like taste, colour, smell
or touch. References to shared experiences have more
impact than a representation, like pictures or video, can
have (interview Panghaal 2008). However, people do
construct a sense of place, even when information is very
limited. Human beings have the tendency to assume they
are dealing with a stable universe. This also holds when
dealing with mediated communication: people easily
attribute missing elements to a situation to create an image
of a stable universe (interview Sood 2008).
The sense of place is a sense of orientation and location in
the natural world. Points of reference, like a bridge or a tower
or a specific tree, make orientation possible. In the online
Fig. 5 YUTPA factors for
Relation
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world, neither the sense of orientation nor the sense of location
is available. The online world has an algorithmic causality and
aesthetics of its own (interview Jansma 2010). In the natural
world, it is important for human beings to be centred in the
place they are. Their bodies need centredness to be able to
endure and sustain in interaction with their material environ-
ment to balance body, soul and mind (interview Panghaal
2008). In mediated communication, centredness is not a
physical concept. In mediated communication, centre is where
‘sense’ emerges. ‘Sense’ can be created in mediated com-
munication (interview van Splunter 2009).
The sense of place is created through engagement with a
place, mediated or not, and by accepting the physical
sensations and more complex emotions and feelings it
holds. The body is the key in the experience of place. By
centring one’s body, soul and mind acquire the viability to
sustain and endure human activity in which the impact of
material interaction is distinct. In mediated presence,
affecting the human body as well, the centre is where sense
emerges. Social, cultural and political realities define
activity of both bodies and data in a place significantly.
Human beings assume a stable universe and will ‘make up’
for missing elements, which is also why representations
and references to shared experiences are effective. The
body as beholder of the sense of place, the sense of well-
being and centre of engagement, is fundamental to the
design of mediated communication. Body sense, material
impact emotional space and situated agency contribute to
the sense of place in on- and offline environments (Fig. 4).
5.3 Relation: patterns in granularities of interaction
In different social sciences, medicine and the humanities, a
variety of concepts are used to describe the human being in
relation to others and to herself. This section provides
insights and formulations of experts interviewed for this
study. Four kinds of relations in technology environments
are distinguished in these interviews: engagement, reputa-
tion, communion and use. Each of these four relations has
psychological, sociological, philosophical, medical and
cultural consequences. The first insights of the experts are
described in their own terms.
The experience of Facebook is difficult to communicate
to someone who has never experienced Facebook or a
comparable social network. This also holds for professional
international collaboration (interview Wilson 2008). In
both cases, the dynamics of interaction are defining. In
theatre, one of human’s oldest mediated formats of pres-
ence, there are no relations without actions; only actions
build and change relations (interview Lavery 2010).
Communication on the Internet is highly text dependent,
generating words as activities and ‘words that act’.
In natural presence, tuning is a physical interaction
testing the boundaries of social contracts. In online
Fig. 6 YUTPA factors for
Action
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environments, tuning is more complex. Complex dynamics
characterize such tuning moments. Who is the boss? What
is the right tone? How to fit in? And these are also influ-
enced by expectations, which are the result of previous
experiences in real and online spaces (interview Abraham
2008). There are no universal rules for handshakes in an
online community. The community corrects each partici-
pant, through comments and remarks, till everybody is
equally uncomfortable (interview Abraham 2008). Global
communication skills help people to perform their presence
in variety of online environments (interview Kaul 2008).
Such skills do not allow for a lot of diversity. Both iden-
tities and cultural nuances disappear, as discussed before
(interview Abraham 2008).
When discussing communities of people and systems, a
distinction has to be made between ‘use’ and ‘being in
communion with’. A user is someone who is aware of the
instrumentality of his or her actions with objects and sys-
tems with which he or she interacts. This is distinct from
interactions with other natural and intelligent life forms for
which there is communion; there is the possibility of a
shared meaning. Understanding perception can be confus-
ing, but people are not confused in their perception of
whether they interact with systems they use or beings with
whom they are in communion (interview Sood 2008).
People make clear distinctions in their vocabulary when
they speak about things versus beings. In many online
systems, a clear effort is made to blur the distinction
between systems and beings, demanding human beings to
format their presence to system needs (interview Quillinan
2009). Human beings, however, notice the difference.
When designing systems, objects or architectures, the
designer communicates a set of values that users may
recognize or even sense (interview Jansma 2010). Users
may enjoy but are not in communion; there is no generation
of a shared meaning (interview Sood 2008). Sharing
experience, including establishing a shared meaning, is a
fundamental basis for trust between human beings (inter-
view Jansma 2010).
Both in a context of ‘use’ and in a context of ‘of being in
communion with’, there is the possibility of engagement,
referring to a perseverance of attention and interaction that
generates its own dynamics. Engagement is intensity of
dialogue, sustained interaction, focused and fine grained.
Engagement is an attitude in which the sense of self dis-
solves in the situation in which a person is engaged,
whatever the outcome may be (interview Hazra 2008). The
distance between self and other disappears. An attitude of
engagement results in for example ‘if someone feels hun-
ger, I feel hunger’ (interview MacFaydyen 2009). In online
larger data structures, however, it offers dynamics for
reflexivity that are new (interview with Hazra 2008).
A fourth crucial dynamic for relations online is reputa-
tion. On the Internet, large groups of people contribute to
shared knowledge environments, to social networks, to
Open Source software libraries and more. This dynamic is
not defined by being in communion with each other to find
a shared meaning, but mostly by performance to build
Fig. 7 a, b inspired by Venn diagrams this visualization shows strong and weak areas of trust
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reputation. In, for example, the open source community,
releasing software is publicized, and contributors work for
an audience. Failed performance towards the deadline of a
release date damages a person’s reputation and generates
loss of credibility. Previous successful contributions to
documentation, bug reports, patches or CBS archive, con-
tribute to establishment of reputation. They are acts of
performance within the legal framework that defines access
and ownership. The hierarchy of trust and authenticity is
based on current and earlier performance in the commu-
nity. Emotions evolve in relation to the performance to be
recognized, to fill the space etc. Benevolent dictators of the
meritocracy orchestrate and mediate these performances,
emotions and relations between the participants in the
community (interview Abraham 2008).
There is a great difference in dynamics between rela-
tions that are based upon the possibility of a shared
meaning, on use, on reputation or on engagement. Each
kind of relationship offers different patterns of granularity
in interaction with tune presences in distinct manners,
which in turn define how trust may emerge (Fig. 5).
5.4 Action and reciprocity: trust sets the scene
Action is the final dimension to be discussed in this paper.
The interviews showed that action is very tightly linked to
reciprocity and trust: the experts could not discuss them
separately. Trust sets the scene for possible actions to do.
In theatre, the distinction is made between actions and
activities. Actions affect identity and what happens next.
Activities, drinking a cup of coffee of doing the dishes, just
happen and have no consequence (Interview Lavery 2009).
In this paper, the focus is on actions; they are fundamental
to the finding of facts (interview MacFaydyen 2009).
Actions in online environment are mostly done through
words. To understand how ‘words act’, a variety of terms is
used, and these words are not distinct in meaning: information,
communication, tuning, transaction, interaction, negotiation,
reciprocity, representation, reference, replay and more.
Human beings need initial trust to be able to act and
participate in both their physical environment and virtual
and online environments. In face-to-face contexts, trans-
actions emerge from rhythm and coordination (interview
Gill 2010). In the first few moments of meeting, someone
people have a sense of how to engage and how to trust.
This is before any other action takes place. In an online
environment, this takes longer. Trust emerges after trans-
actions have taken place, and coordination is established.
The establishment of trust in on- and offline contexts has
different trajectories. In the real world, synchronization and
tuning of rhythm is inside out. In the online world, trust
emerges outside in, through series of coordinated transac-
tions (rhythm and synchronization) through which trust
develops over time (interview Gill 2010).
In online environments, trust emerges when a series of
transactions become interaction, in the transition from
Fig. 8 a, b Trade-offs define the ‘tone’ of communication, inspired by the French saying ‘C’est le ton qui fait la musique
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cognitive understanding to feeling. When random noise
turns into rhythm, feeling emerges (interview Gill 2010).
Establishing rhythm in online environments requires care-
ful negotiation at first. It can be compared with ‘courting’
in a sense. In this negotiation, both convention and spon-
taneity play a role. The online world needs duration of
engagement before the advantage of a convention is
acquired. Online worlds do not have the spontaneity of a
face-to-face dialogue and are more fragmented (interview
Gill 2010). The inside-out-trust trajectory, which charac-
terizes trust in face-to-face contexts, can be compared with
human beings try to find a common musical composition.
The outside-in-trust trajectory, which characterizes trust in
online environments, can be compared with the hard
negotiation of armies negotiating their terms of openness
for survival’s sake (interview Gill 2010).
The nature of reciprocity fundamentally changes in
mediated presence. When, for example, mediating music,
the nature of the interaction between a performer and a
listener changes profoundly in mediated formats. The pri-
mary quality of the real singer and the real listener is the
reciprocity between them. This fundamentally changes
when it is mediated. Music can be recorded and be listened
to at any time and any place. The relation to the voice of
the performer has changed. The voice that could only be
heard before at a special occasion is set free from the
boundaries of time and place. As a result of this, the
interaction between the performer and the listener changes
profoundly. The site of performance changes, the relation
between the voice and the ear, the relationship between the
place from where the voice is coming and the place where
the voice is heard change. When replaying the music, the
experience has become anonymous both ways: for the
listener, because there is a voice but no face, and for the
singer, because there is no presence of the audience with
whom to interact. Nevertheless, when listening to music
that is replayed by a CD for example, the listener attributes
different qualities to the music to which she listens. These
are not based on a real-life interaction with the singer but
are sensorial. The replayed music has the potential to
influence the listener: behaviour, mood, sense of calm,
imagination and more. The listener creates a mental map of
the replayed music, and this is also influenced by other
information (interview Parthasarathi 2008).
In the online world, not only music but also human
communication is based on mental maps. Human beings
have mental images of each other on the basis of which
they communicate. Such mental images are dynamic and
dependent on processes of attribution. Processes of attri-
bution are triggered by transactions online. Online exis-
tence is based on these transactions: people have to
continually do transactions with friends, colleagues, and
others to prove presence in time and space. Posting on a
mailing list and commenting to Facebook, twitter, sending
emails etc., are transactions that contribute to the negoti-
ation of interacting identities. Digital witnessing contrib-
utes to the establishment of reputation and authenticity,
through hyperlinks and records of transactions between
humans and machines as well as between humans mediated
through machines. When a system comes into being,
branding and social context create its credibility. When a
system is established, its moments of crises and celebration
will move its credibility in one way or other direction
(interview Abraham 2008).
Fig. 9 a–c certain dimensions are ‘carrier’ of trust in specific configurations and define trade-offs more than others
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People manage their identity online, and this is often
time consuming. Professional life depends increasingly on
keeping virtual identities going. The use of technology is
deeply defined by class and culture; the use of technology
in the bottom segment of society is critically different from
the elite. The elite sector, which is geared towards going up
the social ladder, is focused on personal assets: personal
memories, life blogs and pictures. People at the bottom of
the pyramid, however, are looking for sharing, connecting,
collaborating and creating ‘oneness to go forward’ (inter-
view Narayanan 2008).
Human beings give trust to systems and base their trust
on systems as well. Basic trust in a system is required to
operate and participate. Negotiation of trust is often needed
with many different parties, including software and hard-
ware providers, network providers (interviews van Splunter
2009, Abarham 2008). Governance ‘of’ communication
systems (ownership and regulations, agency of regulation)
and governance ‘through’ communication systems (with
information transactions, accountability, transparency,
efficiency) both fundamentally define possibilities and
consequences of participant’s acts online (interview Par-
thasarathi 2008). Much initial trust in technology is based
on ignorance and perception instead on reality and analysis
of the implications of its use (interview Abraham 2008).
Negotiation between transactions and interactions in online
reality has different dynamics than in offline reality. This
affects human agency profoundly. Tuning presence for
action in online environments is the result of a conscious
exchange of transactions. However, failure sometimes
occurs. Human beings deal with failure with their hearts
and their minds. Technology deals with failure as a sta-
tistic. Technology can provide data as input for decisions,
but the meaning of data is contextual and technology can
only partially know (interview Narayanan 2008).
Information has become more readily available in cur-
rent networked societies. People are continually informed
about the state of the world and may feel witness to what is
happening in the world. However, the implications of vast
amounts of information for the ability to act are still
unknown. (interview Parthasarathi 2008).
This section argues that tuning, reciprocity and nego-
tiation are fundamental to the dimension action on the
basis of the interviews. All experts also referred to a
fourth factor namely that of quality of deeds using a
variety of terms ranging from transaction, interaction,
communication actions, activities and performance.
Online deeds often affect the physical world, sometimes
directly and sometimes indirectly. The distance between
cause and effect impacts the character of a deed. That is
why ‘quality of deeds’ is a fourth factor to be taken into
account (Fig. 6).
5.5 Trade-offs are made
Between the value and nature of factors in each of the four
dimensions, trade-offs are made. Trade-offs define how peo-
ple perform their presence and engage with potential trust.
Trade-offs are the result of negotiation between perception,
expectation and intention. Together with designers, Chris
Vermaas and Chin-Lien Chen visualization of trade-offs has
been explored. Results are shown below (Figs. 7, 8, 9).
6 Conclusion and further research
The exploratory study Witnessed Presence and Systems
Engineering shows that trade-offs in performing presence and
deciding to trust are changing because of system participation
in human communities of practice. Notions of embodied
knowledge and authenticity are challenged. System partici-
pation has opened up a new range of possibilities to act and to
be witness to each other. Configurations of time, place, action
and specific relations in which people engage, define whether
and how people trust each other and the structures and systems
they are part of. Witnessing is specific to the witness. Dialogue
and transaction are fundamental to Witnessed Presence.
Reciprocity and granularity in each dimension and between
dimensions contribute to building trust.
Further research will study how trade-offs for presence
and trust in specific configurations are established. Given
the outcome of this study that being witness and bearing
witness has acquired new dynamics, future research will
explore whether and how specific actions in specific
Fig. 9 continued
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relations require specific time and a specific place design,
reciprocity and/or granularity.
Secondly, further research explores how the identified
dynamics for trust contribute to values of systems design:
autonomy, transparency, identify-ability and trace-ability.
These values, identified in an interdisciplinary study
between Law and Computer Science, focus on human
agency in relation to intelligent distributed systems (Bra-
zier et al. 2004).
Future research will focus on the dialogue of the inner
witness of human beings and their mental models. Currently,
12 artists are making work to answer the question ‘What
happens when one witnesses another?’ The effect of dra-
matization and imagination as part of the human being’s
survival kit, and their effect on trade-offs, is being explored.
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